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Presse Release  
 
INWIBE AT VIVA TECHNOLOGY TO ENLARGE INWIBE 
COMMUNITY AND PRESENT MY.INWIBE PLATFORM 
CONCEPT PREVIEW 
 
Three days of one-to-one meetings to expand the number of companies in Inwibe’s network. 

Inwibe quoted from Open Innovation Alliance as a best practice for their Lean Startups  

Sales Academy program supporting startups business development. 

 
PARIS, 3RD OF JULY, 2016 – 300 seminars with the world's biggest names in tech, 17 industry-

focused labs to drive open innovation sponsored by industry leaders, 300 conferences across 8 

stages on the future of business and society, 100 of the most innovative companies showcase 

their latest prototypes, 40 pitch contests to celebrate top startups, over 45.000 visitors in 3 days, 

and over 10 million euros distributed to startups, these are the numbers of Viva Technology 

2016. 
 

Viva Technology is the global event dedicated to fostering open-innovation, which took place at 

Paris's Porte de Versailles exhibition center – over 40.000 square meters of floor space – from 

June the 30, to the 2nd of July, with the goal to provide collaboration and a high-level stage for 

discussions around the impact technology has on both businesses and society. The largest in 

Europe, characterized by areas for collaboration where innovative startups cope with the 

challenges set by the major global players in digital transformation to win money and 

opportunities to develop their ideas and solutions, and visitors could experience more than 250 

technological innovations. 
 

Inwibe took part to the exhibition, with a stand in the Business Partner area, where Fiamma 

Ferrero (CEO) and Damien Heiss (COO) met entrepreneurs, corporate executives, venture 

capitalists, investors and innovation ecosystem actors to explain their service portfolio and show 

them the new My.Inwibe Platform concept for effective matching between large companies and 

startups, based on innovation use cases.  
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While big companies need to find promptly the right partner in the large amount of innovative 

startups, the platform is meant to become an easy and affordable tool to transform innovative 

ideas and dating into business solutions. It will fill, score and cluster a wide database of qualified 

members and innovation use cases, and then it suggests a ranking of pertinent matches. By 

subscribing to My.Inwibe, large enterprises executives and managers and startups will be able to 

clarify their respective needs and value propositions. Then they'll get precise and up-to-date clues 

for mutual understanding and can perform searches in order to carry out joint projects. The point 

is to foster contamination and open innovation, giving an immediate and operational support to 

the business. 
 

Moreover, the Inwibe team and the Inwibe community members provide consulting and 

packaged services to insure effective interactions, straight to the contract closing and down to 

the project launch. 
 

Inwibe objectives from Viva Technology were to enlarge the Inwibers Community, by connecting 

with innovators taking part in the event, to increase the company visibility among big corporates 

and to find new business opportunities. Considerably satisfied of the results Fiamma Ferrero and 

Damien Heiss. «Viva Technology has opened Inwibe great opportunities both in connecting with 

startups we didn’t meet yet, and in improving our visibility among corporates coping with the 

need of innovation, and enthusiastic of Inwibe pragmatic approach based on use cases» says 

Fiamma Ferrero «We got the visibility we expected». 
 

One of the main events at Viva Technology was the Open Innovation Forum, organized from the 

Alliance for Open Innovation, that – including a keynote presentation from Axelle Lemaire, French 

Minister for Digital Affairs – brought together many key actors to discuss on different topics, 

such as partnership confidence, open innovation financing, international development and 

forecasting as well as sourcing within ecosystems. Inwibe is one of the actors engaged in this 

alliance since it was signed. 
 

«Inwibe Lean Startups Sales Academy has been quoted as one of the best practice shared in the 

French Government ‘Open Innovation Alliance’ to support startups business development, and as 

a contributor of the AIO itself» proudly confirms Damien Heiss, «this means that the need of 

support and mentorship in the development of innovation projects that Inwibe offers to its 

partners is actual. Thanks to Inwibe, startups acquire methods, competences and the appropriate 

culture to establish a good relationship with corporates. This is one of the value added services 

we offer to the Inwibers community.» 


